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Diana's debut release on Huntress Records fuses elements of many diverse musical styles into a mix that

is unlike anything you've ever heard before. 14 MP3 Songs POP: Today's Top 40, ROCK: Modern Rock

Details: Diana De Mar Biography Diana De Mar is a multi-talented phenomenon whose resume includes

Film, Theater, Comedy and Music. With a starring role in a feature film, and her second album "Gypsy

Girl", DeMar is poised to take the entertainment industry by storm. Diana De Mar has been called "an

exuberant young actress whose style ranges from innocent to outrageous", by Rich Mintzer of the

Hollywood Reporter. You know her from the film "Teknolust" as the girl in the Beauty Shop, yet that was

just a taste of what this multi-faceted young woman is capable of. An actress, singer, songwriter, a unique

personality and a dancer, Diana has become a face and talent of international proportions: A lead role in

the film "Follow Me Outside" -being viewed around the world- two CD albums, and appearances on

Outlaw Radio with Matt Alan on KRLA Los Angeles. Adding to Diana's amazing list of accomplishments is

her long-awaited Huntress Records release "Gypsy Girl". Featuring production from some heavy hitters

including Bernie Grundman(Mastering Engineer), Dave Waterbury(Spirit,Berlin), Jeff Jourard(The Motels),

Joe Romersa(Grammy Winner Engineer/Drummer) and songs co-written by Diana, "Gypsy Girl" is a

sizzling indication of who Diana is and where she's at. As Diana explains it, "Obviously the title refers to

who I am, but on the other hand, the lyrics reveal my dreams and desires. A few of the songs represent

true stories based on my life, but most of it is about an imaginary beautiful world that I want to live in,

some dating back to my traveled upbringing which means that this album is really a reflection of me." The

depth is evident by the album's Pop/Rock vibe and edgy lyrics. You can feel her spiritual point of view on

cuts like the up-tempo "I Need". Produced by Dave Waterbury, "I Need" and many of the songs vibrate

with a retro 80's dance feel. Another track guaranteed to make you move is the rhythmic "Unification," ."I
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love that song," Diana offers. "It's got this real energized hip-hop beat; it totally makes you wanna dance.

It's been a great song for my live shows. The kids went wild when I performed it in the school

auditoriums". Equally propulsive is the first single "Gypsy Girl". Yet it's not just on up-tempo jams where

Diana shines. Listen to the lovelorn ballad "Pour It On," produced by Richard Coleman or the emotional

"Full Of Pain," and you will hear her introspective side ."I've been through a lot growing up, so it's natural

that my songs are going to reflect my thoughts". After the release of "Gypsy Girl", it is clear that Diana is

in a decidedly different space now. "I see changes within me happening so fast every day. When I started

"Gypsy Girl" I was still learning and was influenced by everyone I was working with. Now I want to create

something different, more like the sound of today as opposed to going back to reliving my childhood."

"Gypsy" is a term often used to refer to someone who is nomadic or clairvoyant. Diana De Mar may

possess these traits, but she also spent time as a little girl with real Gypsies and got a taste of a tribal

lifestyle. Diana strongly believes that people have the wrong idea about Gypsies - and people from

different cultures in general - and she tells the truth in the lyrics of her songs. "Gypsy Girl", her Huntress

Records debut, channels Diana's vivid memories of childhood spent traveling in what she recalls as a

dreamlike state. "I remember a group of people living just to eat, dance, and party all day. They'd do little

things, produce fruits and vegetables to sell at market, but a lot of it was about fun. My mom told me that

since I took my first steps I was always dancing and singing using my baby bottle as a microphone! I

remember doing all kinds of wild things just to get attention. That's how much I wanted to be a star". She

spent most of her life in New York modeling, acting in theater, was featured in the cast of an independent

film, and evolved as a performer. De Mar confesses: "I love getting under a character's skin and

becoming the window for their experience, especially when I can relate to them on an inner personal

level". In Hollywood, she was cast in the sci-fi cult film "Teknolust", did comedy bits on a live radio show,

and with her marketable visual appeal, she explored the Latin music market. "That music is passionate

and emotional," she explains, "But I wasn't loosened up enough to let my real voice out". It came full

circle with "Gypsy Girl" and Diana's outpouring of her own songs. Her music is vibrant, expressive, tough;

suspended on powerhouse guitars and constructed on a rock-solid rhythm section. As a vocalist, she

invokes a transcendent aura of truth, a joyous ceremony of emancipation, and brings a message of love,

equality and achieving individuality. "I am truly blessed and believe in a Higher power! I want to make a

difference in the World and leave a trail", she confides." I will have a big family..... I want the World to be



my family -one family- together and accepting". With an acting career, Diana DeMar continues to be

passionate about making music. "Singing ,acting and dancing are all my passions and they go hand in

hand." She may have carved a curvaceous career route, but with her ever-growing vision of hope and

love for the world, Diana De Mar is ready, and headed directly for, the Spotlight. Read what others say

about Diana: "The Time of the Gypsy Girl is upon us. Diana De Mar carves her niche" -Joe Romersa,

Grammy Award Winning Engineer/Drummer (John Prine "The Missing Years") "An exuberant girl whose

performing style ranges from innocent to outrageous" -Rich Mintzer ("The Hollywood Reporter")

"Spontaneous, fun loving, gregarious, Diana De Mar enjoys "pushing the edge" while keeping her feet

squarely on the ground" -Jeff Jourard (Co-founder of "The Motels") Digital per song distribution now

available on: Apple iTunes/Rhapsody/Napster/MusicMatch/BuyMusic/Emusic/

MusicNet/AudioLunchbox/NetMusic/Emepe3.com/Etherstream/

Lindows/Music4Cents/Qtrnote.com/TriaSite/DiscLogic Free gift when you buy Diana's CD! She'll send

you a cool little Magic Answer Ball keychain for good luck!To see the Magic Ball go to her Web Site

DianaDeMarand click on the "Store" Page Also,check DianaDeMarfor more info on this artist and sign up

to her Fan Club!
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